OVERVIEW

All of the KEELOQ Encoders share the same standard code word format composed of a basic set of 65 bits of information. Although, the Advanced Encoders (e.g. HCS360, HCS361) supplement that set with extra bits of information along with a pair of CRC bits (Cyclic Redundancy Check). This Technical Brief presents a routine in PICmicro® microcontroller (MCU) assembly language that implements the CRC polynomial as used by Advanced KEELOQ Encoders and allows a KEELOQ receiver to verify the received code word.

KEELOQ CRC EQUATIONS

The CRC bits are calculated on the 65 previous transmitted bits using the following equations:

\[ CRC[1]_{n+1} = CRC[0]_n \oplus D_i \]

and

\[ CRC[0]_{n+1} = (CRC[0]_n \oplus D_i) \oplus CRC[1]_n \]

with

\[ CRC[0]_0 = 0; \quad CRC[1]_0 = 0; \]

where \( D_i \) represents the \( n \)th transmission bit of the code word with 0<\( n \)<64

PICmicro® MCU IMPLEMENTATION

The CRC calculation would be ideally done on the fly by the same routine that is receiving the data from the radio input. Therefore, it would compute a new CRC value as every data bit gets shifted in. After receiving the first 65 bits, the computed CRC value is ready to be compared with the transmitted CRC bits that are following in the data stream. If the CRC calculation is further extended to include the transmitted CRC bits too (all first 67 bits), a valid transmission will result in a CRC value of 00.

The assembler implementation of the CRC equations can be optimized by the use of the decrement instruction. The core code segment can be expressed simply as follows:

```
DECF CRC,W
BTFSC CRC,1
XORLW 3
BTFSS STATUS,C
XORLW 3
MOVWF CRC
```

For completeness and testing purposes, the code presented in Appendix A shows a complete stand-alone routine implementing the CRC calculation on a buffer containing 9 bytes (65 + 2 bits) of data.
The core segment is composed of the few lines of code from Listing 1 and is therefore suitable for inline insertion in any standard receive routine.

The stand-alone version includes a brief initialization code and a loop (67 times) around the CRC code, while shifting all the bits out of the buffer. The return value in the CRC variable (2 LSb) contains the CRC check result.

The source code presented in Appendix A can be compiled using MPASM™ 2.50 for any PICmicro MCU with 12-bit and 14-bit cores (PIC16C5X and PIC16CXXX family).

The only modification required for use with PIC17CXXX and PIC18CXXX families (16-bit and enhanced PICmicro MCU cores) is related to the use of the RRF instruction whose mnemonic changes in RRCF.

**C LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION**

Using the C programming language, the CRC equations can be effectively expressed in the following three lines of code:

```
TEMP = CRC1;
CRC1 = CRC0 ^ Di;
CRC0 = CRC1 ^ TEMP;
```

where \(D_i\) represent the \(i\)th transmission bit of the code word and \(TEMP\) is a temporary variable.

The compiler specific efficiency might actually turn out to have quite an impact on the performance results of such implementation depending on the compiler ability to manipulate bit variables.

**MEMORY USAGE**

(Assembly implementation only)

Program memory: 6 words

RAM: 1 byte
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APPENDIX A: SOURCE CODE

;---------------------------------------------
; Keeloq CRC verification routine
;
; version 1.0  01/10/2001 Lucio Di Jasio, Myron Loewen
;
; INPUT:
; Buffer[0..8]  67+ bit HCS code word (left aligned)
;
; OUTPUT:
; CRC            computed CRC check result (two lsb bits only)
;
; USES:
; FSR            indirect pointer
; Aux            shift out data bits
; Count          loop counter
;
; CRCcheck
clr CRC           ; start with 0,0
movlw Buffer0    ; point to first byte
clr Count
movf INDF,W
movwf Aux

CRCLoop
rrf Aux,F        ; rotate data bit in CARRY

;---- this segment can be inline in receive routine

decf CRC,W        ; apply the CRC equations
btfsc CRC,1
xorlw 3
btfss STATUS,C
xorlw 3
movwf CRC

;--------

incf Count,F     ; count the bit
movlw 7
andwf Count,W
BNZ CRCLE
incf FSR,F

movf INDF,W
movwf Aux

CRCLE
movlw .67        ; repeat 65 times
subwf Count,W
SKPZ
goto CRCLoop
retlw 0
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